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H ello F aithful R eaders ,
We have had a few trials and tribulations making
issue three. Our staff is falling into a happy rhythm,
while trying to keep up with the fast-paced world of
Emerson College and the outer, real world. This issue
everyone took more time to look in on themselves.
This is a Junior Year issue. We’ve had our coming
out, entering into the world as Chaos Issue 1. We had
our sophomore year, trying to come into our own as a
magazine. In issue 3 we present a more adjusted, prepared issue.
This is also an issue of important new developments—a cover from a guest artist (Pete Ivanecky, ladies and gents!); Boston Calling, the city’s new music
festival; and Jim James’ first solo album.
For your enjoyment flip through the pages, take in
the articles, and marvel at our staff and friends’ ability
to look excited while belting to their favorite songs.
All the best,

M ar ia S pi r i dig l ioz z i
E ditor -I n -C hief
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Local

Latest and Greatest:
The Sinclair
text by Virginia Wright
photos by nina tomayko

Before leaving the stage
after finishing their set, The Menzingers repeatedly thanked the
staff at the Sinclair for being some
of the nicest and genuine people
they’ve worked with. This statement solidified the sentiments I
expected from this new live-music
venue.
After a long awaited arrival,
The Sinclair, located in the heart
of Harvard Square, finally opened
its doors on December 12th with
Concrete Blonde as the headlining act. The 525-person facility
had to reschedule and cancel mul-

tiple shows due to construction issues, which pushed their opening
date from October 30th to December 12th.
The opening of Sinclair expands
the network of concert halls in the
greater Boston area owned and
operated by The Bowery Presents.
The Bowery Presents has a roster
of venues that have maximum capacities ranging from 240 at the
Great Scott to around 800 in the
Royale.
On February 4th, The Sinclair
also opened up a restaurant located adjacent to the venue. The kitch-

en is headed by former Chopped
winner Marcellus Coleman with
Michael Schlow, who also runs
Radius and Via Matta as consulting chef. The Sinclair restaurant
will offer both brunch and lunch
menus including cocktails.
I made the trek out to Cambridge on January 24th and saw
Alcoa, The Menzingers and La Dispute. Immediately when I walked
in, I felt how welcoming and hip
the atmosphere was. Even though
the show was sold out, I felt there
was so much space because of how
the room is set up. Although the
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“For a city that is known for its music scene, Boston
desperately needed a place like the Sinclair.”
Sinclair’s maximum capacity is
roughly 400 less people than Paradise Rock Club, the room feels
bigger because they utilize space
more efficiently. Much like House
of Blues, there are three levels for
viewers to stand. However, very
unlike most venues, there is not a
single bad viewing spot on site. In
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fact, the best view is the first balcony located right behind the soundboard.
As soon as you walk in, the box
office is on the right and the space
quickly opens up to a giant bar
and merchandise area. Beyond the
merchandise area and up three
stairs is the main stage. In addi-

tion to the giant bar, there’s
another one to the right of the
stage and a third on the mezzanine.
There are also chairs and tiny
tables on the mezzanine if concertgoers feel like sitting while
watching.
The venue is decorated grungy,
subway-chic with white tiles on
the walls and brick imbedded in
the cement floor. Behind the bars
are exposed brick walls and the
railings around the mezzanine are
thin, painted black bars. It is safe
to say that The Sinclair is premier
space for bands who are too big to
play at small venues like The Middle East and not quite big enough
for the House of Blues.
The sound system is brand-new
and state of the art, which sounded incredible all over the venue.
The Sinclair has a speaker setup
similar to that of House of Blues
and much like how the room lacks
a bad place for viewing, it also
lacks a bad place for listening.
The stage is pretty big and because there isn’t a barrier between
it and the crowd, it makes for
optimal stage diving and crowd
surfing conditions. Thus the space

feels relaxed and friendly because,
well, it is. People were jumping
on and off the stage all througout
the show and band members were
able to engage with the crowd.
This is definitely a concert hall
that takes pride in connecting fans
with the acts that perform.
For a city that is known for it’s
music scene, Boston desperately
needed a place like the Sinclair.
Although you won’t find any huge
acts coming through the Sinclair,
this is where artists who are on the
verge of success and underground
bands with a steady fan base play.
The environment isn’t going to be
as intimate as a VFW hall, but it
is an improvement while still being
authentic.
The upcoming show calendar
is stacked with a wide variety of
artists coming in and as long as the
hype around The Sinclair continues, this live music venue is bound
to be a staple in the Boston scene.

What makes a great venue is
not necessarily the space, but the
employees and it’s obvious that
a lot of hard work and thought
was put into The Sinclair. Their
hard work is paid off when traveling artists verbally communicate

their gratitude towards the staff.
The Sinclair embodies everything
I love about going to concerts:
intimacy between the crowd and
artist, great sound and audience
involvement.

Check the concert calendar for
upcoming shows:
www.sinclaircambridge.com/
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Text by Alex Nelson
The price of fare for the T and $10
for admission was a small price to
pay to see a handful of local bands
play Upstairs at the Middle East in
Cambridge on a Tuesday night. I
didn’t know what to expect going
to this show; I had never been to
this venue before, and it was my
first time seeing these bands live.
The Middle East turned out to be
a great, intimate place to see a concert, and the bands, all with roots
in Boston, put on a killer show.
Bear Language, the headlining act,
started at Berklee, as did the other bands (some of whom are still
going there.) For Bear Language, it
was a sort of homecoming show.
Although it wasn’t put on by Berlee per sé, the room certainly had
that feel.
The first band on stage was the
Mad Blackbirds, a three-piece with
rich rhythms and mellow undertones. Parker McNally and Matt
Sokol combine on bass and drums
respectively to form a tight rhythm
section, displaying a groovy aggression reminiscent of ska influences. Jake Bautista fronts the
group, laying down precise
but powerful riffs on
guitar and belting
out
cleverly
crafted
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lyrics (as well as sporting extremely fashionable Batman pajama
pants). The bouncing beats and cleverly
crafted riffs combine
for a driven desert-rock
feel, rounded out by
Bautista’s graceful vocal growl.
The next band to
take the stage was Buttons and Mindy, another three man act,
but one with a much
different sound. The rhythmically
elusive drums maintain a complex
framework overtop of which the
bass and guitar interweave and dip
in and out of different time signatures, creating a sound distinct to
math-rock. Combined with the fast
paced rhythms, the dynamic and
soulful vocals reveal a punk-rock
sensibility. A tasteful sprinkling
of vocal harmonies by bassist and
short-shorts enthusiast Chance
Wells enhance the lead vocals of
Maxy Hewett, the band’s singer
and lead guitarist. His delicate and
complex guitar work is reinforced
by the punky, rhythmically erratic
beat, forming a sound for Buttons
and Mindy that’s simultaneously
easy to groove to and difficult to

predict.
Next was Red Oblivion, a variation from the pattern of three-pieces. This Berklee band boasted a
cellist with a stunning musical resume, although they had a temporary replacement in their lineup at
the Middle East. This temporary
cellist seemed to have no problems
bringing his instrument’s theatrical tone to Red Oblivion’s powerful, heavy emocore sound. Emma
Torres, their guitarist, contributes
to that sound with robust, grungy chords that help comprise the
backbone of their song structure.
Torres has an impressive music
record as well, having played at
the Vans Warped Tour at age 16.

Both she and lead singer and bassist, Zach Adams bring punk rock
backgrounds to the group, which
plays a huge part in defining Red
Oblivion’s sound. (The band payed
tribute to one such influence at the
show with a heavy and passionate
cover of The Smashing Pumkins’
“Today.”) The foursome’s melancholy, even bluesy verses, highlighting the interplay between the
guitar and cello, give way to the
thunderous choruses of driving
bass and ferocious but calculated

on February 14th, which adds to
their discography that includes
their three-song musical odyssey,
The Ventriloquist, and a five song
EP . Their sound revolves around
the creation and destruction of
tension, born out of palpitations
and halts in the rhythms, bred
by frantic drumming and ghostly
vocals, and finally released with a
transition from moody indie into
distorted riff rock. Their style reveals a myriad of influences, from
jazz and funk to punk. Early in

style and
D e n n i s ’s
punchy
bass
lines plow ahead,
while Luca Buccellati’s
singing and guitar add a cooler, mellower, almost psychedelic
feel. The fusion of these eclectic styles and influences creates a
unique sound for Bear Language,
delicately balancing–with apparent ease–the energy of punk and
the dramatic eeriness of their indie elements. Live, their energy

//As the drums become more intense, the carefully crafted layers unfold, and
the complex beats decompose into slow but forceful bouts of energy evocative
of the band’s alt-rock roots.//
drumming. Carson Groenewold,
Red Oblivion’s drummer, is a classically trained percussionist whose
forceful and complex but precisely placed fills add tightness to the
group’s performance. The band
was particularly compelling live,
due in large part to the energetic
and violent but authentic stage
presence of the voice of Red Oblivion, Zach Adams. Adams’ vocals
add a savage emotionality to the
group’s already deep sound. This
hot-blooded vocal style, together with the woesome weep of the
electric cello, lends itself perfectly
to a style of music already dripping
with emotion (and distortion.)
Finally, the headlining act,
Bear Language, took to the stage.
The band recently released their
new single, “Mary Go Round,”

their set at the Middle East, they
paid tribute to an apparent influence, playing a powerful cover of
Cold War Kids’ “Hang Me Up to
Dry,” a song on which they featured a guest vocalist. They also
played their three-part piece, The
Ventriloquist, which begins with a
jarring but groovy drum line and
builds up in a way characteristic of
the group’s general style. Layers of
melodious guitar and harmonious
vocals thicken the music’s dynamic
ascent. As the drums become more
intense, the carefully crafted layers unfold, and the complex beats
decompose into slow but forceful
bouts of energy evocative of the
band’s alt-rock roots. Drummer
Ian Barnett pairs up with bassist
Archi Dennis to form a formidable
rhythm section; Barnett’s emphatic

was unmistakable. Dennis headbanged ferociously as he chugged
away on bass, and Buccellati excited the crowd with eruptions of
vibrant lead guitar. By combining
a unique sound and electric live
performance, Bear Language have
made themselves a band worth following.
All of the aforementioned
bands routinely play in Cambridge
at places like TT the Bear’s and
the Middle East. If you have a
chance, I highly recommend trying
to catch one or more of their sets,
or at least checking out their music
online*. It’s important to support
local live music if it’s to thrive, and
with such local talent like the Mad
Blackbirds, Buttons and Mindy,
Red Oblivion, and Bear Language,
that’s made exciting and fun.

*You can find them at madblackbirds.bandcamp.com, buttonsandmindy.bandcamp.com, redoblivion.com, and bearlanguage.com.
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Sometimes
Life Is a Balancing Act
Text by Heather Mulgannon

“To be surrounded by
music all the time is both
exhilirating and terrifying.”

It’s hard to imagine
being able to balance a music career and a college education but
Emerson College junior; Micah
Schure seems to be doing a pretty good job. The Communication
Studies major has been balancing
her classes at Emerson as well
classes at Berklee School of Music
for the past few years.
Schure still wonders, some days
if she made the right choice in
coming to Emerson instead of pursuing music full time at Berklee. “I
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just wanted something more concrete as a backup,” she says about
her choice.
She explains that the environment at Berklee is both a blessing
and a curse. “To be surrounded
by music all the time is both exhilarating and terrifying” she says, “I
like being here and having a separate life from music.”
Schure admits that having to
balance school and music doesn’t
also work out for her. “School is
a daytime thing, while music is for
at night,” she says joking about
all the times she was up until 4am
writing music for her classes. She
often sacrifices sleep in order to
fit everything into a day but she
doesn’t regret any of it because

she’s doing what she loves.
At age 15, Schure’s life was
completely changed. The house
that she loved was destroyed in
a fire. Devastated she was forced
to move from the gorgeous home
she loved, into a “cookie cutter
house”. She went from living in
a unique home to one like everyone else. Shure didn’t know how
to cope with losing such a big part
of her life and she turned to music
for help. That was when she first
decided to pick up a guitar.
The first song that Schure
learned to play on that guitar was
“I Miss You” by Miley Cyrus and
she laughs while admitting that her
obsession hasn’t faded since then.
She isn’t afraid to reveal that she

photo
courtesy
of Micah
Schure
still loves the Jonas Brothers and
Ke$ha is a huge guilty pleasure.
Her taste in music is obvious
in the songs she writes but Schure
says she likes to draw inspiration
from everything. John Mayer, Eli
Goulding, and Alanis Morissette
are the artists that truly inspire
her musical style -- a style that
she describes as pop rock with a
hint of Maroon 5 flavor. Schure
admits that the hardest part about
writing songs is getting the melody
right. “If it’s not going to get stuck
in someone’s head it’s not worth it
to write the song,” she says. She
always writes the music first and
then the lyrics, never being able to
do it the opposite way.
Schure writes about what she

knows but sometimes she likes to
exaggerate slightly. “You know
how girls are crazy and we make
things so much bigger in our
heads, instead of me being a dramatic crazy person I put it into a
song.” In her first single “Rebel,”
Shure sings about being arrested
but she makes it very clear that
never actually happened.
Schure may not have been arrested but that doesn’t mean her
life hasn’t been interesting. She
has given the amazing opportunity to play at Webster Hall in New
York City and says that it was her
favorite performance so far. She
has also performed various times
in New Jersey, Orlando, and at
Emerson. She was nervous at first

to play in front of so many people
but she says that once she gets on
stage she forgets how nervous she
was and has the time of her life.
She is currently writing songs
for her EP, which she hopes to be
releasing soon. She’s enjoying the
process though, saying that she
loves being in the studio. “It feels
like home,” she says smiling.
Schure is hoping for big things
in the future including getting
signed and eventually a tour. As for
the immediate future Schure can’t
say much, “There are big things
coming and I’m not allowed to say
what they are, but in the next two
months there will be something.”
I guess we’ll just have to wait and
see.
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Checking In:

Speedy Ortiz

Bad Rabbits

mean creek

The Boston Indie Scene At Large
by Dillon Riley

Like most major cities,
our dear Boston has its fair share
of large-scale venues that host national and international tour bands
on a nightly basis. Places like the
Paradise, Orpheum and House of
Blues are certainly great places to
see shows. However, some may argue that the real action is happening in the bars and tiny rock clubs
scattered throughout Allston,

ly returning to the status of its late
80s/90s heyday. Back when bands
like Dinosaur Jr., The Pixies, Mission of Burma, and Galaxie 500
brought Boston to the forefront of
the alternative music press.
What’s especially interesting
though is how the former “sound”
of Boston indie rock has never really left. Many of these bands maintain very influences from their past

the Allston basement scene and
into the national consciousness?
Well, here’s a little crash course in
the current Boston indie scene.
First up is the group of bands
that make up Massachusetts based
label Exploding In Sound Records. The home of five great local acts, the label saw all three of
their excellent local releases end
up on best-of lists at the tail end

bands maintain very influences from their past brethren
“ Many of thesewhile
managing to avoid being tired retreads. ”
Somerville, Cambridge and Jamaica Plain. It’s at places like TT The
Bears, Great Scott, and the Middle
East that Boston’s vibrant local
music scenesters play their gigs.
With an ever-growing fan base
and enormous support from local
publications, blogs, and radio stations, Boston’s indie scene is slow-
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brethren while managing to avoid
being tired retreads. Phrases like
“90s styled” pop up often, not as
a nostalgic reflex, but as a way of
continuing our city’s storied indie
rock history. While that’s all well
and good, the question remains,
who’s really worth listening to,
and who is poised to break out of

of last year. Their current lineup consists of Speedy Ortiz, Pile,
Grass Is Green, Ovlov, and Fat
History Month, all of whom are
based in the Boston area save for
Speedy who are from Northampton. While easily classifiable under the indie umbrella, each band
has a unique style. Pile and Grass

Is Green shade towards unique
takes on the post-hardcore, with
each band defining their own sense
of dynamics. Ovlov favors more
towards the type of shoegaze-influenced indie pop you’d find on
seminal Slumberland records from
the 90s as well as today while Fat
History Month is full-on hook
packed punk. Speedy Ortiz, however, takes their cues from 90s indie legends like Pavement, Sonic
Youth, and Modest Mouse.
One of the more successful
members of the Boston scene is
Allston’s Mean Creek. The band’s
70s classic rock meets 80s/90s college rock reflects well on Boston’s
storied musical history. Fronted
by both Chris Keene and Aurore

Duritz who invited them on their
national tour last year as support.
Boston’s r&b/Funk/Hip-Hop/
Punk five piece Bad Rabbits has
also garnered some serious national praise in the last few years.
Veterans of the Warped Tour circuit the band’s appeal ranges far
beyond the typical hip-hop crowd
as they cite influences as diverse as
metal heroes Deftones and R&B
crooner D’Angelo. A recent national headlining tour has seen
them playing club shows across
the East Coast.
Cambridge’s Soccer Mom have
been playing the Boston club scene
since the 2010 release of their debut single “Bill Cosby In Glamorous Chains”. These shoegazers are

The New Highway Hymnal. This
psych-rock trio takes the kaleidoscopic sounds of the 60s hippie
movement and runs them through
a gritty proto-punk filter. Taking
heavy influence from the likes of
The Velvet Underground and The
Stooges as well as the narcotic
rhythms of The Brian Jonestown
Massacre. The band recently
wrapped up a national tour in
support of their new album WHISPERS, hitting clubs and houses
across the country.
A recent trend in the Boston
scene is an influx of great bands
from Western Mass. Besides being
the home of seminal indie groups
Dinosaur Jr. and Sebadoh, a new
crop of bands have begun to re-

Boston has also seen a huge increase in the number of shoegaze and
“ psychedelic-rock
inspired bands over the past five or so years.
”
Ounjian the band’s recently released Youth Companion topped
plenty of Boston Best of 2012 lists.
Their brand of ultra-sincere Americana-punk impressed the likes of
Counting Crows’ frontman Adam

Grass is Green

one of the better live acts in the city,
as they add heavy doses of piercing
noise and feedback to their dense,
melodic songs on stage. Regulars at TT The Bears, the band is
signed to London’s 100m Records
where they’ve released
a couple of singles as
well as 2011’s You Are
Not Going To Heaven
EP.
Rounding out the
list of heavy hitters
on the Boston scene
are Lowell natives

claim the area as a legitimate indie
destination, but not without subtle
allusions to their former heroes.
Notable groups from the area include the aforementioned Speedy
Ortiz, female punks Potty Mouth,
hardcore bruisers Psychic Blood,
and grungy trio California X.
Boston has also seen a huge increase in the number of shoegaze
and psychedelic-rock inspired
bands over the past five or so
years. Somerville has become hosts
of the now semi-annual Deep
Heaven Now Festival, a two-day
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New Highway Hymnal

More Bands to
Check Out:
Outside of that circle of
more high profile bands
lay countless more that are
certainly worth checking
out. Like the artists detailed
above, these bands cover
a large amount of musical
ground across a multitude
of styles.
Pile

celebration of all things shoegaze
and noise-rock. Shows during the
festival take place at both Precinct
Bar and P.A.’s Lounge. Last November’s iteration saw several nationally touring groups including
New York’s The Vandelles as well
as Austin’s Ringo Deathstarr headlining each night. Notable Boston
shoegazers include Emerson’s own
Winter, The Dirty Dishes, and Infinity Girl, who have unfortunately announced an extended hiatus

from music after the release of
their new EP Just Like Lovers.
I could go on and on, but what
I’m really trying to highlight is the
level of diversity in genre between
these bands, and it should be noted
that the Boston has a little something for everyone. With shows
going on virtually every weekend,
there’s plenty of opportunity to experience it all firsthand, or at least
until your favorite band goes national.

Power Pop
The Field Effect
Slowdim
Western Education
Air Traffic Controller

Indie Pop/ Punk
Orca Orca
Bent Shapes
Guillermo Sexo
Young Adults
You Can Be A Wesley
Earthquake Party!
Fat Creeps
Yale, Massachusetts

Electro-Pop
Gentleman Hall
Young London
Bearstronaught
Bodega Girls
Parlour Bells
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Where

I N T H I S I S SUE

are they

now?

A R o c k et t o t h e Moon
Th e B r eeder s
H a r r y a n d t h e P o t te rs

A Rocket to the Moon
by h e at he r mulg annon

If you were to watch
A Rocket to the Moon perform
today you would never guess that
the band got its start in lead singer Nick Santino’s bedroom. The
Braintree, Massachusetts’ native
started the band in 2006 as electronic auto tune experiment. He
posted a few songs on the Internet and his solo project ended up
snowballing into a full band.
With the help of his friends in
The Maine, Santino put together a
full band and they had their first
performance at Bamboozle Music
Festival in 2008. Santino, guitarist
Justin Richards (formally the lead
singer of Brighten), bassist Eric
Halvorsen, and Andrew Cook,
have been together ever since. After performing the song “Dakota”
on TRL they started to gain a lot
of attention.
Fall Out Boy bassist, Pete Wentz
even started to take notice and
almost signed the band to his label, Decaydance. The deal never
worked out and the band ended up
being signed to Fueled By Ramen
in August 2008.

Early ARTTM is recognizable by
it’s very auto tuned, very electronic sound. As a full band though,
their sound changed to something
more along the lines of pop punk
– heavy on the pop. On October

14, 2008 the band released their
EP Greeting From… which includes two of their most recognizable songs “Dakota” and “If Only
They Knew.”
The band’s full-length debut, On
Your Side, was released in 2009.
The album is a collection of up-

beat catchy pop songs that make
you want to get up and dance,
with just a touch of rock thrown
in for good measure.
In Spring 2011 the band went
on their first headlining tour with
Anabor,
Valencia, Runner
Runner, and Go
Radio.
A Rocket to
the Moon released a four
song EP titled
That Old Feeling this past
August.
The
band once again
proved that they
don’t like being pigeonholed
into one specific
genre. The EP illustrates the bands
love of country music. The band is
set to release their second album
Wild & Free on March 26th.
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Where
are they

Now?

The Breeders
by dillon rile y

The Breeders

were
originally started in 1988 as a
side project for Pixies bassist Kim
Deal and Throwing Muses guitarist Tanya Donelly as a vehicle for
songs they didn’t bring to their
main band’s recordings. Deal and
Donelly added Josephine Wiggs
on bass and Britt Walford of Slint
under the pseudonym Shannon
Daughton on drums and branded
themselves as a Boston girl super
group. An integral member of the
80s/90s Boston indie scene, the
band’s initial run resulted in two
albums and two EPs worth of material. Sounding somewhat like a
tamer, breezier version of the Pixies and free from Pixies frontman
Frank Black’s heavy-handed lyricism, The Breeders fit right into
the post-Nirvana alternative rock
landscape.
After the release of their
debut Pod in 1990 the band members went back to their original
groups but eventually returned
after Pixies split to record their
most popular title, Last Splash,
which was released in 1993. Donelly and Walford didn’t return
and were subsequently replaced
by Kim’s sister Kelly Deal and Jim
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Macpherson respectively. After the
release of Splash the band sporadically released material well into
the aughts, including 2002’s Title
TK and 2009’s Fate To Fatal EP
under various lineups before putting the Breeders name to rest in
2009.
In late 2012 the band announced a reunion tour in support
of the 20th anniversary of Last
Splash. This tour also marks the
return of The Breeders lineup that
recorded the album back in 1993;
arguably their most popular configuration. The tour will commemorate the album with performances of the album from beginning to
end along with songs from their
other works. The band is playing
these special shows at a few festivals this summer alongside world
tour dates in Europe and North
America.

Harry and
The Potters
by anna cieslik
College students today
are not ones to shy away from
flaunting our love of the 90s and
early 2000s. As we get dangerously close to entering the real world,
we begin to retreat into our Netflix instant queues stacked with
episodes of Hey Arnold! while
eating rolls upon rolls of Hubba
Bubba Bubble Tape. But above all,
perhaps the greatest reminder we
have of our childhood is the Harry Potter series. This is where the
band Harry and the Potters comes
in. With a great lo-fi rock sound
and songs exclusively about everyone’s favorite boy wizard, it’s no
surprise this Norwood, Massachusetts band has a solid cult following.
Although the band might not
be the biggest act to hail from the
Boston area, they definitely are important to more than a few people
who refuse to give up their childhood love of all things Harry Potter. Forming in 2002, between the
releases of J.K. Rowling’s fourth
and fifth novels, Harry and the Potters take their Potter persona seriously. The band, which consists of

brothers Joe and Paul DeGeorge,
perform in full Harry Potter costume and all their song lyrics are
about Harry, Hermione, and Ron’s
adventures at Hogwarts.
Harry and the Potters are not
something to scoff at. On top of
releasing three studio albums, the
band is also credited with starting
the musical subgenre called wizard
rock. As the name suggests, wizard
rock is defined by its rock songs
about the Harry Potter series. And
with its late 90s punk sound and
lo-fi quality, wizard rock has attracted the attention of not just
Harry Potter fans, but regular rock
fans as well.
As Harry and the Potters’ popularity took off during the first
half of 2000, other musicians took
notice and began to form their
own bands based off of characters
from J.K. Rowling’s famous series.
One such act went by the name of
Draco and the Malfoys who perform not as Harry Potter, but as
his nemesis and fellow Hogwarts
student Draco Malfoy. Although
Draco and the Malfoys are no
longer together, the two bands did
play numerous shows with each
other and even went on tour together in 2007. Starting three sentences with “A” words gets to be a
bit repetitive, is there another way
you could structure the sentence?
Also unless Draco and the Malfoys
broke up, you should refer to them
in the present tense.
Since forming over 10 years
ago, Harry and the Potters have
stayed relevant thanks in part to
social networking and constant

touring. The band, and the entire
wizard rock genre in general, uses
websites like MySpace, Facebook
and Tumblr to attract the attention of the Harry Potter fandom.
These social media sites have
helped Harry and the Potters pull
off three successful cross-country
tours. They often target college
towns where a vast number of kids
who grew up reading the novels
are now concentrated, but Harry and the Potters have also been
known to play in libraries across
the U.S.
Harry and the Potters cemented their status as a Boston band
and not just a band that happened
to form in Boston when Joe, the
youngest brother, started attending Clark University in Worcester,
Massachusetts. During Joe’s time
at Clark University, the band performed extensively in the Boston
area. In fact, Harry and the Potters gained so much popularity
in Boston that during their 2005
Yule Ball show at the Middle East
Downstairs in Cambridge, they
played to a sold out crowd of 600
people.
The band’s popularity only
grew with the success of the Harry
Potter book series, which was completed in 2007 upon the release of
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, and the later completion of
the film series in 2011. After word
spread that Harry and the Potters
put on a remarkable live show,
online music magazine Pitchfork
Media recognized the band and
acknowledged how entertaining
their show was. The attention they

received allowed them to go on another U.S. tour as well as a tour
abroad in the United Kingdom and
the Netherlands.
Perhaps what Harry and the
Potters is best recognized for today
is their dedication to giving back.
Starting in 2007, the band created
a wizard rock EP of the month club
where people can sign up to receive
one new EP from a wizard rock
group every month. Harry and the
Potters decided to donate the money
raised from this club to the nonprofit organization First Book.
Since literature and reading is the
cornerstone of wizard rock, Harry
and the Potters felt that the money
they raised was best spent on providing children from low-income
families with their own books.
Today, Harry and the Potters
are as busy as ever. The band announced their latest tour at the
beginning of 2013 and they plan
to stop in 10 different cities across
the U.S. There is also talk of them
playing a few shows this April
in Florida during the Quidditch
World Cup, a tournament where
people compete in a fictional sport
from Harry Potter.
As long as there is the stress
of looming deadlines and the
post-graduation real world awaiting us, college students will continue to enjoy reminiscing about our
lazy childhood days. And Harry
and the Potters prove that reminiscing can be both relaxing and
pleasing to the ear. Even though
the series is long over, the band
will keep rocking until there are no
more Harry Potter fans to listen.
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Do It Yourself
A Conversation with Tim Johnson
on DIY Instrument Mods
By Allison “Truj” Trujillo

The setting is a Colonial Building single where Tim
Johnson, a sophomore Journalism major, is getting
ready to make some music—but something about his
setup seems different from what one would expect.
Johnson is sitting on a red ottoman with his guitar, which is painted various hues of silver and red
with drawings all over it. His volume knobs have been
drawn on to replicate eyeballs. He doesn’t play with
the guitar flush against his torso like one would expect,
but flat on his lap, a la a Hawaiian lap guitar. “Just
listen to this,” he says as he picks up two drumsticks
from the plethora of objects, like combs, screws and

screwdrivers, at his feet. He places one of the drumsticks under the guitar strings on the neck and the other
on top of the strings. He slides these two up and down
the fret board, making a tune that sounds less like a
guitar and more like a human screech, with a scraping,
intense quality to it. It has a truly unique, raw sound.
“The guitar is an instrument that really allows you
to do whatever you want,” Johnson says between
drumstick strokes. He uses this philosophy when recording his own original music and jamming with fellow Emersonian Steve Cameron (also Journalism ’15)
for their musical project called Romney’s Dog,—a
noise band early in formation
but rich in do-it-yourself style.
“I think the idea of only tuning to standard tuning and only
playing what you can reach on
the fret board is just limiting
yourself as a musician,” Johnson says. “You have so many
other options, you know?”
Indeed, Johnson is one of
the many musicians exploring these unknown options as
a part of the “do it yourself”
or “DIY” wave of making music. The DIY style encompasses
more than just writing and recording one’s own music; modifying one’s own instruments
and playing them in unconven
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tional ways in order to make
a truly unique sound are at the
heart of the DIY movement.
This is not a necessarily new
concept—there are many notable musicians in the past 50 or
so years that have been making
names for themselves by playing in ways that other people
might not have expected. Albert Ayler, a prominent free jazz
sax player in the 1960s, would
forgo traditional sax reeds in
stark contrast to his contemporaries. He played with the
thickest plastic reed he could
find, regardless of how “pretty”
it sounded, in order to make
grating, challenging music for
the listener. John Cage came
up with the concept of “prepared piano” in the ‘40s, when
he opened up a grand piano
and placed objects like screws
and weights on the strings,
making it sound percussive, almost alien, and extraordinarily
distinct.. Fast forward to the
1980s when bands like Sonic
Youth experimented with guitar preparations in the style of
John Cage and, moreover, made
music the way they wanted to,
taking the process into their
own hands and not worrying
about how polished it sounded.
Today, musicians in punk,
rock, and noise scenes all totally prescribe to the DIY ethic
that bands like Sonic Youth laid
down. When going to a punk or rock show, one will
encountered by musicians who fix their guitars with
duct tape and glue, not because it’s aesthetically pleasing, but because it’s just so punk; and it means that
they’re taking a hands-on approach to making music.
Taking cues from both Sonic Youth and Cage,
Johnson decided to embrace the DIY lifestyle while
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still in high school. “The first thing I ever did was I
took my pickups out of my guitar and put in a homemade pickup made out of a magnet and some copper wire,” he says. “It sounded like shit, but the thing
is, when I plugged it into my amplifier and turned it
up, it gave me this really great ratty tone.” The prospect of disassembling one’s instrument and replacing

it with homemade components
without going to an accredited repair shop, which would baffle or
even offend many musicians, is
something musicians like Johnson
love. To them, it’s all about making your music your own rather than picking up a textbook to
teach you how to play “properly.”
“I don’t give a shit about what
some guy who’s
been playing in a
classic rock band
for 30 years has
to tell me about
playing the guitar,”
Johnson
says. “The best
part about the
electric
guitar
is that it allows
you to hone your
own
voice.”
In this vein,
Johnson is experimenting with
many
different
guitar
preparations. Scattered
by his feet are a
myriad of different items that he can put under,
over or around his guitar strings.
“Honestly, anything that you look
at can be a guitar preparation,”
he says. “Drumsticks, metal slide
rulers, screws, nails, chains, and
screwdrivers are perfect. But you
can pretty much use anything
you can get at a Home Depot as a
preparation.” Just by experiment-

ing, putting these objects up and
down the fret board and strumming the strings, one can make
his or her own unique sound.
In addition to stuffing objects
under strings, Johnson takes his
thinking a step forward by replacing his pick with regular household
items. “I’ve recently been playing with a quarter as a pick,” he

and noisy, but that’s the point. It’s
all about making sounds that the
listener isn’t particularly used to
in order to create a certain effect.
According to Johnson, the DIY
sound is all about making music
that is truly one’s own, and the
best thing about the scene is that
it’s really that simple. “I’m DIY
everything,” Johnson says. “If you
ask any of my
friends, they’ll tell
you that the most
common phrase
out of my mouth
is, ‘Dude, DIY!’”
he laughs. The
best part is that
the DIY terrain
is free to everyone.
“Nobody
taught me how to
do this,” Johnson
says as he gestures
to the preparation paraphernalia at his feet. It’s
not about textbooks or teachers; it’s about
experimenting
and discovering unique sounds.
To Johnson, it’s all about making music his own. That’s the
true art in making music. “After all, music is just organized
sound,” he says. “It’s not about
playing a certain way. It’s what
you choose to string together .”

“The DIY sound is
all about making
music that is truly
one’s own, and the
best thing about
the scene is that it’s
really that simple.”
says. “Rather than playing really
high up on the neck of the guitar,
I use a quarter to make these little
squeals and really distorted, kind
of painful-sounding guitar lines.
It’s not the kind of sound that you
can get from a normal pick.” Indeed, the metal-on-metal style of
playing isn’t exactly “easy listening,” sounding guttural, mechanic
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iDelorean
By Justin Rogers
Anyone that ran into me at any of
the parties I attended my junior
year of college, would be surprised
that I was straight edge until I
was 19. Incredibly straight edge. I
didn’t drink, smoke, do any drugs,
and I never had plans to. I was seriously considering getting X’s tattooed on the backs of my hands.
Fortunately, I didn’t make that
mistake, and eventually moved on
from that phase of my life.
Sometimes I’ll reflect on it,
though, and I’ll think about the
way my mind functioned, the
way I formed opinions, the way
I made decisions. As a kid growing up in an overcrowded suburb
of a suburb in New Hampshire,
it wasn’t just important for me to
have some kind of ideology, it was
essential. I was passionate and an-
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gry at—well, basically everything.
Where does a pissed off 15- year
old find solace and companionship
when he feels like no one understands him?
He turns to art. In my case, I
turned to music. Aggressive, passionate music. Mostly punk rock
and metal (n.b.: these days I refuse
to break metal into genres, because
metal fans are really into genres
and if I get them confused, they
yell at me). Music was my favorite
topic of conversation, to the point
where I usually only communicated with new people if their t-shirt
was the logo of a band I approved
of. My taste was “correct,” and I
tried to force it on my (thankfully
patient) friends. I was, by pretty
much every definition, an elitist.
Hell, I still am, it’s just that my

taste has expanded. I’m still very
much into punk rock, but I’m also
a fan of folk, and the most played
CD in my car recently has been
Death Grips’ The Money Store, the
hardest core of all rap released last
year. When I was younger, however, I stayed pretty firmly planted in the “loud and hard” genre,
with few notable exceptions until
I was 17 or so. Some of the bands
I listened to mostly for the attitude
or the anger; it was cathartic, and
I needed some way to vent. Other bands, I gravitated towards because of the message of the music.
Bands like Minor Threat, Dead
Kennedys, Fugazi, and Rites of
Spring were anti-drug and pro-individuality, two messages that high
school Justin was behind 100%.
Though I mostly listened to

X X X

X X X

noisier groups, my taste wasn’t a
constant stream of rage. Two of
my favorite bands in high school
were The Cure and Joy Division.
Occasionally a random post-punk
album, like Gang of Four’s Entertainment or Television’s Marquee
Moon would make a huge impact
on me, even if I never bothered
with anything else from the group.
The point is: though I was never
incredibly close-minded about music, I had very clearly defined taste,
and rarely ventured out of that
small range.
In the present, my taste hasn’t
changed so much as it has been
obliterated: I’ll listen to 90% of
what’s thrown at me, regardless
of genre. Though I retain a certain
fondness for some of the bands
I used to listen to, I enjoy it in a
purely nostalgic sense.
For example, I’m constantly ridiculed for my love of bands
like Linkin Park, Lostprophets, and Sum 41 among
some of my friends (you
know the type... the type
that loves Steely Dan and
way too much jazz).
Those were some of
my favorite bands in
middle school, but
then again, so were
Korn and Alien
Ant Farm. You
can’t bet on

the winning horse every time. I’m
aware that the music they make
isn’t the most instrumentally difficult, and the lyrics aren’t the
most thought provoking, but they
evoke feelings of nostalgia in me,
regardless of how conceptually poor it is. Side note: I will argue that if you ignore the lyrics,
Linkin Park has some great songs,
but I’ll never argue that Sum 41 is
spectacular. You’ve gotta draw the
line somewhere.
What about the music from
high school, when music really started to matter to me? The
feelings that many of those bands

evoke aren’t exactly nostalgic;
that period of time held a lot of
negativity for me (is high school
ever a good experience?). Do the
melodies still make me feel the
same reactions I used to? Do the
lyrics still mean anything to me, or
have I outgrown them?
That depends upon which
band we’re talking about. It’s an
obvious conclusion in hindsight,
but it’s still interesting to see how
much my taste has changed in
some regards, and how it’s sometimes stayed the same. For exam
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ple, I don’t listen to nearly
as much metal as I used to. It’s
because I care much less about
complex time signatures and double-kick drums and all that. I still
like bands like Mastodon or Dillinger Escape Plan, but I don’t
have major fangasms over them
the way I used to.
My taste in punk rock hasn’t
changed that much. The ener-

since Reagan was president,” because I’d been brainwashed by the
Dead Kennedys. Tastes evolve and
expand over time. Part of it has
to do with getting bored listening
to the same music over and over,
but another part of it has to deal
with simply being more accepting
of new experiences, either with listening habits or in the real world.
It’s interesting how much our

gized feeling I used to get comes
back to me in a lot of the hard fast
music, though a lot of the lyrics
come across as too self-righteous
or oversimplified. I guess that’s
why I used to enjoy it so much: it
was impassioned and didn’t give a
damn what anyone thought of it.
Now, I don’t admire it as much
anymore. My enjoyment mostly
comes out of whether or not the
song is catchy or vibrant.
It’s interesting how much taste
can change in five years. I’m a Billy Joel fan today. If you were to
ask my in high school how I felt
about Billy Joel, I would’ve called
him “the worst person to perform

tastes reflect our mindsets. When
I was self-righteous and angry, I
couldn’t get enough punk rock.
Now that I’m older, allegedly wiser, and more lovelorn, I’m more
into folk and blues, genres I had
always considered “boring” when
I was younger. I declared in high
school that “all rap is garbage,”
but now Kanye is one of my favorite artists. It’s funny how things
go. As we develop as people, our
tastes develop with us. But, as
Blink-182 would say, and twelveyear old Justin would sing along
with, “I guess that this is growing
up.”
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By Maria Spiridigliozzi
There was a specific sound that
emerged from the suburban garages, dingy basements, and shitty apartments of 2002–2006. The
sound is something Generation Y
is familiar with, since it’s something that hit just when puberty
started.
It’s a type of pop-punk which
is heard in “Take This to Your
Grave” by Fall Out Boy, “The
Young and the Hopeless” by Good
Charlotte, “Still Not Getting Any”
by Simple Plan and many other
pop-punk bands and albums.
With the comeback of Fall Out
Boy, there is a more significant
shift in the old pop-punk world,

moving away from their original
sound. This isn’t a new shift; Simple Plan, Good Charlotte, Panic!
At The Disco, and many other
bands have been shifting sounds
for years. Nothing can compare to
the original sounds of pop-punk,
coming from some of the coldest
areas of North America.
The Chicago-based Fall Out
Boy released their first album, Fall
Out Boy’s Evening out with Your
Girlfriend, in 2003 and their second album, Take This to Your
Grave, later the same year. The
sound on both albums starkly
contrasted the hip hop, R&B, and
rap that fueled Billboard’s top 100
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chart. This is
the same year
Justin Timberlake asked the
world to cry
him a river.
But, among
the hip hop beats were these pop-punk nuggets of
gold. The sound of Good Charlotte set them apart:
it was loud, it was angry, and it was raw. This was a
group of boys (not yet men) who were angry about
their lives up until that point. The lyrics from their
first album highlighted the town they grew up in, and
the hardships they went through.
Good Charlotte’s lyrics were personal enough for
them, but broad enough for their audience of 12-yearold girls. The chorus of their first single “Little Things”
recites the phrase “little things” several times, saying
the little things add up, they’re always there but they
also make you who you are.
The band—who also has a song entitled “Worldwidewaldorf”—usually has pretty motivational lyrics,
which was a unique facet in a top 40 market saturated
with club songs.
Good Charlotte and Simple Plan quickly gained
popularity among tweens and angsty teenagers who
could relate to their lyrics. These were not the metaphoric lyrics of Nirvana. This was a throwback to original punk: short
songs and loud
choruses from
musicians who
weren’t properly
trained,
but this time
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the lyrics were about self-discovery.
These bands appealed to their audience on an emotional level, while offering a style of music similar to
that of Green Day and Blink-182. It was the music
for the tweens of a generation, who felt unheard and
unappreciated.
Simple Plan jumped onto this ship at the same time
Good Charlotte was making it big. Their first studio
album No Pads, No Helmets... Just Balls was released
in 2002, two years later Still Not Getting Any… debuted.
Both bands had songs about defying normalcy, or
someone putting you down. Good Charlotte preached
“That I don’t ever wanna be like you,” while Simple
Plan was less polite in saying, “Shut up, shut up, shut
up/ Don’t wanna hear it.” The pair also went on tour
together, bringing happiness to hundreds of angst-ridden listeners.
Fall Out Boy slid into this melting pot and into serious popularity with their third studio album, From
Under the Cork Tree. The album falls into a separate
category of pop-punk, marking the first shifts away
from the raw guitar chords and screaming vocals.
The singles off From Under the Cork Tree were
three completely different songs, and a different sound
than their previous album. The music composition
stepped away from the recorded-in-a-garage-punkrock sound, and toward a cleaner sound, similar to
My Chemical Romance’s Three Cheers for Sweet Revenge.
The lyrics stepped up the game as well. Instead of
spouting angsty stories of teenage woe, Fall Out Boy
wrote lyrics that many people couldn’t understand.
The songs had powerful choruses, and poetic verses, but figuring out if there’s deeper meaning behind

“Dance, this is the way they’d love/ If they knew how
misery loved me” is not something many fans wanted
to attempt.
The other two singles were “Sugar, We’re Goin
Down” and “A Little Less Sixteen Candles, A Little
More ‘Touch Me’,” both of which had lyrics worthy
of being tattooed across someone’s chest (somewhere).
The other pop-punk-esque band who emerged at
the tail end of the genre’s reign was Panic! At The Disco. Not the Panic! At The Disco people may know
today. No, this was the band who released A Fever
You Can’t Sweat Out in 2005 under Pete Wentz’s label
Fueled By Ramen.
Their first album kept them touring for years and
continued Fall Out Boy’s tradition of metaphoric
lyrics. The song “Time to Dance” is about Chuck
Palahniuk’s novel Invisible Monsters, giving allusions
to parts of the story. The remainder of their songs
were similar, with lyrics waxing poetic but not easily
relatable.
Panic! really closed the door on the early 2000s
pop-punk movement. After their album, the next releases from Fall Out Boy, Good Charlotte, and Simple
Plan took them into a more processed sound.
Fall Out Boy and Panic! At The Disco continued
their metaphoric, poetic lyrics and punk-inspired
sound. Good Charlotte and Simple Plan both decided
to move to more hip hop inspired paths. Their next
albums showcased electronic music, adding it in with
the rock touch. After a few years their faces disappeared from Tiger Beat and Bop!, but both bands continued making their electronically mixed rock music.
Now Fall Out Boy is back, with a much more pop
sound. Their single “My Songs Know What You Did
in The Dark (Light Em Up)” shows how the band has

adjusted to the
new market.
Their
original audience
is older now,
more mature,
and listening
to different music, and they’ve catered to them.
Music will continue to evolve, even Fall Out Boy
and Good Charlotte, but there will always be a place
in pop-punk kids’ hearts for the original pop-punk
sound.
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Loud
We asked students if they’d let us photograph them singing
their favorite songs—and, in true Emersonian fashion, they took
up the challenge with enthusiasm. In the next several pages you’ll
see them rocking, rolling, giving us funk, and giving us soul in
the way Emersonians do so well.

Jess Zobler
Latch (feat. Sam Smith)
by Disclosure

Celia Lechtman
Radar Detector
by Darwin Deez
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Kaare Eriksen
I Might Be Wrong
by Radiohead

Holland Farkas

Die Young
by Ke$ha
31

Danielle Behrendt
Wild Boy
by MGK & Waka Flocka Flame

Emilia McGrath
& Michelle Goldberg
Vertigo
by U2

Brian McNally
Ya’ll Boots Hats
(Die Angry)
by Glocca Morra
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Melanie Cohen
No Waves
by Fidlar

Josh Park
Work It
by Missy Elliot

o
2

Alex Nelson
You Think I Ain’t Worth A Dollar, But I
Feel Like A Millionaire
by Queens Of The Stone Age
33

Peter Solares
Jumble Jumble
by The White Stripes

Z Kuester
Grand Theft Autumn
Fall Out Boy
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Steph Rizzo
Black Tongue
by Yeah Yeah Yeahs
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by Gene “Grindcore” Meyer
Greetings y’all, and welcome to the
second installment of International Extreme Music Spotlight, or, as
I like to call it, Grinding Around
The World. Before we dig into this
month’s selections, I would like to
take a moment and give a shout
out to one of my favorite grindcore blogs on the web, CEPHALOCHROMOSCOPE (cephalochromoscope.blogspot.com).
Run by the mighty internet presence that is Zmaj (the only person

I know who enjoys Discordance
Axis more than I do) from his hidden bunker somewhere in Eastern
Europe, CEPHALOCHROMOSCOPE is my personal favorite
source for new and old grind/chaotic music. Did I mention he interviewed Jon Chang, lead singer of
Discordance Axis?
Ok, first up on this month’s
docket is a band Zmaj personally
recommended I listen to, Psudoku
from Norway. Psudoku is the one-

man side project of the one-man
band, Parlamentarisk Sodomi.
It’s one-man, two bands, get it?
Where PS plays relatively middleof-the-road crust/grind, Psudoku
plays a much more playful and kinetic form of grindcore which has
been dubbed “spacegrind.” Basically imagine the score of an old
Tex Avery cartoon but with heavy
metal instrumentation, blast beats
and amphetamine. Did I mention
how crazy this shit is? It’s like a

beats here and there. But OH,
THE GUITAR TONE! OH, THE
GUITAR TONE! These Fins crafted one of the FATTEST, BEEFIEST
and THICKEST fucking guitar
tones I have ever come across. It
takes all that is good about Entombed’s Swedish buzzsaw guitar and adds a bajillion layers of
thick meatiness, making the tone
worth price of admission alone.
If you only listen to one song by
this band make it “O.P.C.” off of

calculator masturbating in fast
motion. Awesome. If you only listen to one song by this band, make
it “BOOOooom” off the debut album Space Grind. One minute and
six seconds of pure cartoon grind
chaos. Bombs Away!
GAF is a band from Finland
that has somehow garnered the label “goregrind” even though they
sound like your typical tough guy
hardcore band a la Death Before
Dishonor, save for a few blast

2010’s Cultivate Disdain and prepare to be steam rolled by some serious power chord chugging. Did
I mention they have a sick guitar
tone?
Agents of Abhorrence is a
“guitar/drums/vocals
grindcore
trio from Melbourne, Australia,” according to their last.fm
page. They’ve been around since
2004 and have done splits with
some pretty big names in power
violence, such as Extortion, Iron
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Lung, Roskopp, and have consistently been one of the world’s
more forward thinking and creative grindcore bands. Even Zmaj
likes them! My favorite album of
theirs is 2005’s Covert Lobotomy.
Though lacking the heavier guitar
tone and the more straightforward
grindcore feel of 2008’s Earth.
Water.Sun., Covert is more mathcore-influenced and more creative
and exciting of a listen. It includes
plenty of Botchisms throughout
and some seriously noisy blasts
of mathgrind. If you only listen
to one song by this band, make
it “High 5’s for Independent
Thought.” The opening riff is pure
DEP/Botch snark heaven, which
then explodes into some serious
snare punishment.
And finally, we end this month
with France’s Nocturnal Depression. If you’re like me, you have
a difficult time taking most black
metal bands* seriously. OK! WE
GET IT! YOU GUYS REALLY
LIKE SATAN! AND FACEPAINT!
Most of it sounds too “goblins and
ghouls” for me to devote any serious listening time to it. However,
when I do find black metal that
genuinely channels the heavy emotions we all feel (Burzum’s Filosofem, Drudkh’s Autumn Offering
and Ulver’s Natterns Madrigal),
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I’m all in. And, in that context,
god damn do these boys deliver.
Yes, the musicianship and recording quality is awful, and yes, the
vocals are silly, and yes, the songs
do drag on for too long, but the
way this band perfectly channels
a range of emotions from despair
to elation, more than makes up for
all of that. This is some beautifully
hypnotic stuff a la the aforementioned Filosofem, and if there were
more black metal like this in the
world, I would be happy. I sincerely urge you to check out their
demo from 2006, Four Seasons To
A Depression, a concept album
based on the four seasons, with
each song capturing its season
perfectly. If you only listen to one
song by this band, make it “Fjaer
(Spring)” off of Four Seasons To A
Depression. Psychedelic and classically influenced black metal symphony that goes on for 10 minutes
but never manages to lose its way.
Utter brilliance.
Alright, well that’s about all the
nerd-jacking I could muster up for
this month. Make sure to check
back in next time when I spotlight
the bands Begging for Incest, Cock
and Ball Torture, and Shat and
Rectal Smegma. Don’t forget to
bring your grandma!

Dur Dur
D’Etre Bebe

by Devan Norman

The 1990s were a time of quick
rises to fame and even quicker falls
from grace. The Mickey Mouse
Club was in full swing, churning out some of the most famous
faces in recent pop-culture history. While most of the stars highlighted are from the United States,
there is an unsung artist from
France that deserves attention.
Forged in the same fires of parental discord and drama as most other stars, Jordy Claude Daniel Lemoine has grown up.
In 1992, Jordy told it like it
was. I was born the same year that
his most famous song, “Dur Dur
D’Être Bébe,” came out. His parents had connections in the music
industry and eventually Columbia
Records put out his first album,
featuring the infectious single. My
babysitter bought me his CD (I’m
pretty sure it only had the one
song, remixed four times and one
version in English) and as soon as
I heard his groovy tunes, my world
was rocked. Apparently I wasn’t
the only one.
Jordy holds a Guinness Book of
World Records title as the youngest performer with a number one
single. It’s always a mix of awesome and alarming when someone
around your age is successful. But,
when you’re 2, it’s mostly awesome. My musical possibilities

were unlimited. If this kid could
make a dance hit, so could I!
Jordy’s hit single, “Dur Dur
D’Être Bébe” opens with the line
“Je m’appelle Jordy, j’ai 4 ans et
je suis petit,” which roughly translates to “My name is Jordy, I am 4
and I’m small.” Right off the bat,
the audience knows who they’re
dealing with. Somehow the thumping synth behind his groundbreaking lyrics appealed to members of
the club set.
I hadn’t watched the music
video for “Dur Dur D’Être Bébe”
until just the other day, which was
probably for the best. Children are
always a little weird and the accompanying video is no exception.
An incredibly blonde and tiny
toddler Jordy is danced around a
family home by what I can only assume is a hired supermodel mom
in, well, mom underwear. Someone playing his father pops up a
couple of times. He’s also in his
underwear. I’m not entirely sure
where this video was going, and I
am glad my younger self was saved
from the confusion YouTube recently wrought. Awkward concepts aside, it is really tough to be
a baby. Jordy really deserves more

credit for spreading his message to
clubbers across the globe.
The song topped the charts in
France for 15 weeks. His follow-up
song, “Alison”, reached the number one spot in 1993. He made
many public appearances, covered
magazines, and won over the general public in France. Jordy was
given an award as a “French Artist
Who Exported Himself Abroad”
by Victoire de la Musique, an annual French awards ceremony, in
1994.
Unfortunately, the toddler was
far too successful to have done it
on his own. Turns out, his parents (Patricia Clerget and Claude
Lemoine) had an agenda: turning
their precious child into a pop sensation. Lemoine was a music producer and he saw the star potential
in his son. According to an article
on LetsSingIt.com, “His parents
opened a park in Normandy, ‘La
Ferme De Jordy,’ that closed in
1996.” The park’s aim was to capitalize on their son’s popularity,
kind of like a Neverland Ranch
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with a young owner. That idea
flopped, and Jordy’s father used
royalty money that was not his to
spend.
It didn’t help that there was virtually no public interest in the new
attraction. In 1996 Patricia and
Claude divorced. A bit later on,
Sony Music paid Jordy money they
owed him for using his recordings
and music videos without his consent. His early career was anything
but smooth sailing, which is unfortunate because he was too young
to fully grasp what was going on.
After his first flurry of fame,
Jordy was relatively under the radar. He published an autobiogra-
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phy aptly titled “Je Ne Suis Plus Un
Bébé” (“I Am Not A Baby”). The
book has two reviews on Amazon
France, four and five stars respectively. I guess that goes along with
his music’s niche market; those
who get it really get it. As a result
of many arguments and financial
drama, the singer and his father
are estranged. He successfully filed
for emancipation following his
parents’ divorce. However, he is
still making music with his band
Jordy & The Dixies. Currently 25
years old and living in Paris, Jordy
is enrolled in ISTS Sound Institute,
where he is learning sound engineering.
Despite a pretty tumultuous
introduction to the world of musical fame, you have to admit Jordy
has come out relatively unscathed.
The fact that most people haven’t
heard of him bodes well for his future endeavors, shirking the train
wreck stigma that many child stars
suffer. In tribute to the awesomeness that was the adorable singing
toddler, check out his first music
video on YouTube! The song may
get stuck in your head, but just go
with it.

Famous musicians

dating each other in the US music
industry is socially acceptable; in
fact, it’s a hot topic in the gossip industry, especially when a breakup
is involved. Look at Taylor Swift,
who has just broken up with her
most recent boyfriend, with whom
she will never ever ever get back
together with. Her hookups and
breakups fuel the gossip machine.
No one may like it, and some
look down on her for it, but no
one in the industry tries to stop
her. At least, that’s how it seems.
However, outside the US, the media is not as invested in the artist’s
relationships, and in some countries, forming romantic relationships is verboten.
Especially in the Korean pop
(or K-pop) industry, there is a specific rule: their artists are forbidden from dating during a certain,
contractually obligated period of
time. 2NE1, a K-pop girl group
formed in 2009, recently revealed
the details of their contract with
YG Entertainment about relationships while having a music career.
In an interview revealing these details, there was an agreement of no
dating for 5 years. Yang Hyun Suk,
CEO of YG Entertainment, explained his reasoning: “I made this

gn Industry Dating:

Taboo?
verbal agreement with them before
their debut because I wanted them
to focus 100% on their music career.” In spite of the agreement
made with 2NE1, Yang Hyun Suk
noted the hard work they had put
into their music and supposedly
shortened the restriction period
for older bandmembers Dara and
Park Bom, to three years. Unfortunately, that wasn’t the case. This
past year on live TV, Dara revealed
“that even past the [five-year period], we aren’t allowed to date.”
This is a typical practice in the
Korean music industry in regards
to K-pop idols. Let’s examine at
another K-pop star, Se7en. He was
forced to keep his relationship secret from YG Entertainment and
the public for years before he was
able to admit he had a girlfriend.
Just like with 2NE1, he admitted
to the relationship on air, as well
as dating restrictions since his
2003 debut.
When an act is about to debut,
the labels want the musicians to be
as focused as possible. They want
them dedicated to their workto
foster a long-lived career. They
don’t want room for distractions.
There’s more to it than just trying to have a long career. Most of
these rookie groups are under the

by
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age of 18. Korean culture is very
conscious about protecting their
youth, implementing many strict
practices to protect their younger stars. The goal is to keep them
from succumbing to temptation in
the industry. In the eyes of South
Korea, you’re still a child until the
age of 19, and even then, that age
is considered iffy ground. In the
end, they want to protect their
stars from bad publicity. They
even made a movie about it titled
“19teen” exploring the struggles of
being 19 and how you’re expected
to be an adult while being treated
as a child, a sentiment shared by
teenagers worldwide.
In Bollywood, many of the same
rules are put into practice, but for
slightly different reasons. The Indian culture still has very traditional values in place in regards
to romantic relationships. Women
are often restricted by their social
class, higher-class women have
more eyes on them and must appear more honorable. These traditions don’t go away for a musician;
their stardom (and high salary)
confers higher class to both men
and women. This increases their
nobility, further binding them to
tradition. Many Indian companies
seek to ban male and female em-

ployees from dating, out of a fear
that it would tarnish their standing
with the public and bring on bad
publicity.
Indian singer and actress Aishwarya Rai, was barred from having any relationships, because industry believed it would tarnish
her reputation. As of now, she is
39 years old and her relationships
are still a big issue in the industry.
In regards to the men in the industry, past tradition dictates that
men are not allowed to date under their station, their class. Often
special circumstances and relaxed
cultural norms allow for it, but
for the most part labels and agents
try to control the romantic lives of
Bollywood idols.
Customs and tradition still
mostly dictate that relationships
must be established between families and that a woman’s place in
society is dependent on having
a husband. Being famous might
raise social status, but still ties musicians to the old traditions of India, especially women. As odd as
it may seem, that’s how many foreign music industries work. Tradition and customs have as much
control across the ocean as they do
in America.
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Does “Reissued”
Mean, “Renewed:”
When Rereleased Albums are Actually Worth It
By Christopher Gavin

On Jan. 29th, Fleetwood Mac
released a reissued edition of their
classic 1977 album Rumors. As
with most album reissues, the band
promised unreleased material on
the CD set, perhaps as an effort
to pull fans and listeners into the
making of the legendary record.
According
to
pitchfork.
com, the deluxe box set features
four CDs including outtakes and
previously unreleased material,
a documentary about the album
itself, and the original album on
vinyl.
Of course this kind of material,
songs that lost their identities over
time, is by no doubt enjoyable for
fans. Bruce Springsteen fans were
ecstatic in 2009 when The Boss
released a double album’s worth
of “lost” material on The Promise,
locked away bonus tracks that
didn’t fit on 1978’s Darkness On
the Edge of Town.
Fans live for these moments.

Extra works are snap-shots of an
era; the extra cherry-on-top to the
already perfect sundae. However,
are all reissued albums worth it?
Look, it’s safe to say that most
reissues are for the money and
arguably, the legend of rock stars.
By deeming an album worthy
enough to remaster and rerelease

The real
question is what
album is worthy
of a reissue?
is a crowning achievement in and
of itself, as if the record hadn’t
received any praise before. To say
the least, record companies will
most likely always go for a reissue.
But that’s beside the point.
The real question is what album is
worthy of a reissue?
The entire Beatles’ catalog was
remastered and reissued in 2009.

Now, this wasn’t the first time the
band’s work had been digitalized
since CDs had been invented nearly
30 years before then. Yet when you
put that polished and rewrapped
copy of Please Please Me into your
iTunes library, Paul McCartney’s
energetic “One, two, three, four”
at the beginning of the album was
never that crisp—that real. The
tiny guitar sound on the first track,
“I Saw Her Standing There,” had
regained it’s strength after years
and years of suppression by vinyl
and prehistoric CDs. It’s 1963
again and you’re in the Abbey
Road studios with four legends.
The Beatles and other artists
of the era, most prominently Bob
Dylan, The Rolling Stones and
other classic acts, were limited
in the quality of their recordings.
Dylan released a collection entitled
The Original Mono Recordings in
2010. He claimed that the stereo
mixing of certain songs such as the
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famous, “Like A Rolling Stone,”
were not the sound he originally
wanted, or at least heard in the
studio. That’s what some of these
reissues offer: a new, restored
sound to old works. For these
artists, reissued albums just make
sense.
Alison Puzio, an Emerson
student who purchased some of
The Beatles remastered CDs, feels
this way about the Beatles reissue
efforts.
“I think that for some artists
it’s definitely [about] the creative
thing [rather than the money], like
with The Beatles for example,”
the Junior Studio Television
Production major said. “The
technology now can clean up their
sound; however, in doing so, you
also lose the authenticity of the
circumstances in which it was
originally made.”
Puzio brings up a good point.
Some of those seemingly ancient
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recordings have a feel about them.
It’s all about the crackle in a vinyl
record.
Annie Sollish, a Junior Film
Production major, said this sound
adds to the songs themselves.
“I do like that, like the old
sounds of 40’s records. I think it’s
part of the character of the music,”
she said.
For other, more modern artists
though, the idea of remastering
and reissuing just doesn’t play out.
Take a look at Nirvana’s
Nevermind, originally released in
1991. For the 20 year anniversary,
the band rereleased the album with
bonus content and remastered
songs that appeared on the
original album. Pearl Jam did the
same thing in 2009 with the album
Ten. Do we really need to remaster
tracks that were never that terribly
produced to begin with? Add this
onto Kurt Cobain’s plea against
commercialism and you end

up with a package that doesn’t
quite belong in a music library,
logistically speaking.
Of course though, there are
two sides to every record and some
die-hard fans can’t wait to get their
hands on bonus material.
So what does it all mean?
“It really comes down to the
person that’s listening and what
they’re interested in,” says Kendall
Paul, a Junior Media Studies
major.
So, ideally yes, this is not an
issue with a clear solution. It is a
matter of preference, but maybe
think twice about what you’re
getting for your money next time
you see a “remastered and totally
redesigned album” from 15 years
ago.

destiny and beyond

By Josh Park

Although watching 22 men
throwing something that totally
resembles something more of an
egg than a ball was quite fun to
watch on February 3, 2013, more
people were concerned about a
parlaying event: Beyoncé’s Super
Bowl Halftime Show. Because we
are people that walk and breathe,
we are no strangers to Beyoncé’s
greatness. Beyoncé, in the era of
FoxNews and internet comments,
remains
almost
inherently
undisputed in any form. Yet with
the backlash placed on her with
her lip-sync scandal, this thick
wire ran thin, but this event now
gave her something to prove. Like
her husband, she was liable to
go Michael, take your pick. So
she went out there and proved
every bit of her bootylicious
worth. Everyone knew how
great this performance was going
to be, so when I was watching
this with friends and strangers
I thought it would be OK to say
a little joke during the gig. I was
shut down before I even made a
breath. And really, that bit made
me wonder whether or not if

America was watching greatness
or transcendence.
Perhaps
now
you
are
wondering why this matters or that
I’m overanalyzing this powerful
show - and that might be true.
However, I like to think that at
anytime and any moment an artist
hits transcendence it is of great
importance. I like to think that
this is the point of any artist who
takes his or her craft seriously. An
artist’s goal is not only to make us
commoners feel cultured or more
intelligent, but rather confound
and change public thought.
Whether that is done through
disturbance or through excellence,
it doesn’t matter. Transcendence is
when the world stops to appreciate
and never forget. Transcendence
resonates.
Transcendence
is
difficult.
Transcendence
is
hard
because it happens when an artist
creates something that is beyond
our normal experiences, which
includes euphoria. When we listen
to something intelligent while also
enjoying it full heartedly, we’d
like to say what we’re listening to

is transcendent, however it could
simply be the most natural reaction
that the artist had intended or
something that wasn’t particularly
groundbreaking. That’s what I
feel like happens with the most
prototypical
Radiohead
fan,
including myself. We are fooled
to say that this song or album by
Radiohead is like none other, but
when was there a time you haven’t
said that about Radiohead after
Kid A?
Transcendence is also easier
to achieve live than in recording.
A recording can create the artists’
work at maximum efficiency
- however, this only limits the
experience to one sense. When the
same song is live other factors and
senses can now come into play. The
lights at the venue, the movements
of the performer, the jokes, and
well you, yes your reception to
a particular event can make the
difference between something
that is great or transcendent. That
doesn’t mean every live show is
bound to be transcendent.
Again most people could call
what they were witnessing as
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decline of MySpace created a void
that no other social networking
site has filled to this day.
That’s where Justin Timberlake
comes in. At some point in the past
year, the pop singer decided that

and “about me”. In its place is
a beautiful, Pinterest-inspired
grid layout where everything is
displayed in a side-scrolling news
feed. There were many times when
I wanted to scroll side to side

The new MySpace focuses almost
entirely on music. As such, its
main competitors are other music
websites and apps such as Spotify
and Youtube. One advantage it has
over these websites is the ability
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to stream music for free without
any interruption from annoying
advertisements. I was happy to
find a black bar on the bottom of
the screen that not only allowed
me to keep listening to music
when I visited a different page, but
to queue music from other users’
profiles. Users can also “connect”
with songs, albums, or musicians
they love, which are then added to
their profile.
For the most part, Timberlake
has done a great job in redesigning
MySpace. None of its features are
particularly innovative, but it has
taken the best parts of its main
competitors and combined them
into one streamlined experience.
More importantly, it allows
musicians and bands to share
all of their content in one place,
something that’s been missing for
quite a while.
I can see myself using this
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website on a regular basis,
depending on how other former
users react to the radical redesign.
In this sense, Timberlake faces
an uphill battle. While the new
MySpace might attract music
lovers, casual music listeners
such as fellow Emerson student

“timberlake has
done a great job
in redesigning
myspace”
Ashley Tahir don’t see themselves
returning to MySpace anytime
soon. “Going back to MySpace
would feel weird. It just has such
a stigma attached to it, [and] I
don’t think anyone’s going to use
it.” I asked her to imagine that
any stigma attached to the site was
removed, and she told me that she

still wouldn’t go back. “I already
have Facebook and Spotify. I don’t
need to use it because it’s not
offering anything new.”
Will MySpace take back the
social networking crown it once
had? Probably not. Facebook
has become such an integral part
of our lives that there’s no way
people will leave that site anytime
soon. Will it become an influential,
relevant website again? Maybe.
Timberlake made a return to music
this year, and I see no reason why
MySpace can’t come back from
the dead, too.

Reviews
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Ben Harper
Get Up!

By: Thaddeus Bouska

Ben Harper and Charlie Musselwhite’s album Get Up!, released
the 29th of January, is the latest in
a pair of long and successful careers in music. Harper collaborated with the older, more seasoned
musician and blues veteran Charlie Musselwhite before, and this is
their first album together – and it’s
all blues. This album can confuse
the listener as to what decade it
is. Some songs are reminiscent of
blues tunes from the 1970s, others
the ‘90s, others the early 2000s;
some remind me of the sort of
timeless classics that aren’t easy to
slap a decade on.
This album is perfect driving
music. And not just regular driving, but really driving; windows
down, your arm out the window,
one hand on the wheel, and a few
other stereotypes thrown in, preferably resulting in a sunset and going excessively slow in the city and
fast on the highway. It’s that kind
of album.
Charlie Musselwhite is fantastic; his years of experience on the
electric harmonica come through
brighter than anything else on this
album. He’s been wailing away on
the harmonica since the 1960s,
and this music fits him like a glove.
Harper’s influence is present all
over the place; for example, the
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laid-back bass line and vibe of the
song “Get Up!”. “She Got Kick”
is one of those classic blues-feeling
songs. It seems like a cover song
from a 1940s original. Hell, it
might actually be. (It’s not.)

“Get Up”, one of the best songs
on the album, is a down-tempo,
soulful, protest-y sort of sound
you’d associate with a Vietnam
movie or a Civil Rights documentary. It’s smoky, understated and
draws pretty heavily from Ben
Harper’s deep urge to jam out.
Another of the strongest songs
is “Blood Side Out,” which is just
classic blues rock. I can’t say anything more than that – it’s a blast
to listen to that track.
This album is really fun, but it’s
nothing revolutionary. Seriously,
it’s a blast to listen to, but it isn’t
going to change music or the way
you think. It’s a synthesis of some

great blues guys with a twinge
of Ben Harper thrown in. When
you listen, you’ll hear The Black
Keys; you’ll hear Muddy Waters;
you might hear some Led Zeppelin; someone else might hear some
Reverend Gary Johnson; I hear a
bit of Howlin’ Wolf, and we’ll all
find a little bit of everybody else.
What won’t you hear? Anything
with real emotional significance,
musically. An example of a bluesy
song that has the significance I’m
looking for is “Tied to the Whipping’ Post” by the Allman Brothers Band. These songs have a lot
in common with that one, with the
exception that Ben Harper is paying musical tribute, not pouring
a heart or a soul into the songs.
They don’t mean anything much
beyond what they are. Regardless,
the album is
a damn good listen which is
why I feel bad for picking on its
lack of spiritual meaning.
Is this album to be judged from
the perspective of entertainment
or rather from art? Artistically, its
merit is purely a tribute to greater past works. From an entertainment standpoint, Get Up! is really
quite wonderful. I guess the answer to that question is best left to
whoever is listening to the album,
but from my perspective, I happily
recommend a listen.

The Wonder Years
A Year as A Ghost

I’m gonna be up front: I ordered
this book without being a huge fan
of the Wonder Years. Sure, I liked
them—I had heard their biggest
hits, seen them with Polar Bear
Club and The Story So Far a few
months back, and thought they
seemed like cool guys. I knew
them as another pop punk group
from Philly. But, huge fan? Not so
much.
Then, I found out they were
making a tour book. I am, in
short, obsessed with tours. The
backstage antics, crazy stories,
grueling days of playing to fans—
it’s shocking to me that more tours
haven’t been documented. So a
whole book chock full of photos,
commentaries, special documents,
along with handwritten notes by
the band members? I’ll take it.
And it met all my expectations.
In essence, it’s a punk rock coffee table book. Strange to actually
read through, but awesome to flip
open and glance at whatever happens to be on the page. It goes in
chronological order of their tours
in 2011 - three domestic and one
international, all seemingly backto-back-to-back-to-back. Without
saying: A Year as a Ghost is a fitting title.

By: Mackenzie Kuester

It’s a glance into tour life that
gives you both envy and sympathy. You feel for the guys that are
missing their families, friends, girlfriends, for months on end, but
you also get to see them travel the
world and love every minute of
it. You follow them on the nights
they sell out shows, the times the

tour bus breaks down, and all of
the after-hours antics with five
boys drinking around the world.
Maybe even more eye-opening
than the stories are the photographs. Recorded on everything
from film to digital to beat-up iPhones, the full-page pictures illustrate the life of The Wonder Years

out of a van. It reminds you they
are real. Take their tour manager: clad in Hawaiian shirts and
“jorts” and photobombing every
posed shot. Their album shoot: the
drummer in a pigeon suit, wandering morosely around town. Most
interesting of all, their shows: tops
of heads to the very back of the
venues, crowd-surfers being tossed
around, kids crammed against the
rails, jumping up to shout words
into the microphone.
This book captures the spirit
of touring in only a few hundred
pictures and well-chosen words. It
doesn’t dive into schmaltz or hyperbole. The final point: touring’s
a party, but one you have to work
for. Each member of the band gets
page time and their own two cents
of what it’s like on this wild of an
existence.
It’s said best by Mike Kennedy,
then-drummer, scribbled on a post
it note and stuck on a page with
a bunch of frames of them on the
side of the road in some foreign
country:
“There is only one thing I want
out of life, just the humble desire
to experience every single facet of
everything life offers.”
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april
calendar of events

SUNDAY

MONDAY

7

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

1

2

Watsky
Brighton Music Hall
7 p.m.

Frightened Rabbit
House of Blues
7 p.m.

8

9

The Story So Far
Paradise Rock Club
7:30 p.m.
Wavves Brighton
Music Hall
8pm

14

21

28
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15

16

22

23

Gipsy Kings
House of Blues
8 p.m.

One More Time
A Tribute to Daft Punk
Paradise Rock Club
8 p.m.

29

30

3

THURSDAY

FRIDAY
4

SATURDAY
5

6

They Might Be Giants
Ozomatli
Paradise Rock Club Middle East Downstairs
7 p.m.
8 p.m.

10

11

12

13

Alicia Keys, Agganis
Arena, 7 p.m.
Hoodie Allen, House
of Blues, 8 p.m.
Cold War Kids, Paradise Rock, 7 p.m.

The Black Crowes
House of Blues
7 p.m.

Muse
TD Garden
7:30 p.m.

Mika
Royale
7 p.m.

17

18

19

20

Steel Panther, House
of Blues
Red Jumpsuit Apparatus, Eversay, Halfway
to Avalon
Middle East Downstairs, 7:30

Fleetwod Mac
TD Gardens
7:30 p.m.

The Joy Formidable
House of Blues
8 p.m.
Amon Tobin (DJ),
Paradise Rock Club,
8 p.m.

24

25

26

27

Bassnectar
House of Blues
7 p.m.

John Brown’s Body
Paradise Rock Club
8 p.m.

31

P l ay l i s t
Soundtracks//
Junior rising
Song: teenagers
Artist: my chemical romance
Album: the black parade
Song: heart shaped box
Artist: nirvana
Album: in utero

By Ashley Alongi
and Chaos Staff
For our third issue we decided to
take a look at songs from third albums. Most bands hit their groove
in album number three and the following are no exception:

Song: stand by me
Artist: oasis
Album: be here now
Song: boys
Artist: britney spears
Album: britney

Song: girl is on my mind
Artist: the black keys
Album: rubber factory

Song: pop
Artist: *nsync
Album: celebrity

Song: information travels faster
Artist: death cab for cutie
Album: the photo album

Song: secret door
Artist: arctic monkeys
Album: humbug

Song: the real slim shady
Artist: eminem
Album: the marshall mathers lp

Song: a hard day’s night
Artist: The Beatles
Album: A hard day’s night

Song: still a g thang
Artist: snoop dogg
Album: da game is to be sold,
not to be told

Song: PARANOID ANDROID
Artist: RADIOHEAD
Album: OK COMPUTER

Song: smokin’ in the boys room
Artist: motley crue
Album: theatre of pain

Song: thnks fr th mmrs
Artist: fall out boy
Album: infinity on high

Song: live and let die
Artist: guns n’ roses
Album: use your illusion i
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